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Work Becomes Frustrating and Pointless ^
Part 4 of our teaching series on "Seeing our 'work' Biblically"

Genesis 3:17-19; Ecclesiastes 2:17-26 ^
<

(Intro is point 1)

PROPOSITION: Because of the effect of sin on the world, work becomes frustrating and
pointless at times.

I. God's original design of work
We are in a teaching series on work. We want to see our work biblically. Now work is not
just our paid jobs although it includes that. It includes our chores at home. If we are in
school, it includes our school work. All our volunteer work & service for the Lord Jesus

Christ is work. The extra effort it takes to do ordinary things when we are disabled or getting
older is work. For the past three weeks we have looked at God's original design for work.
Some of the things we have seen are...

A. Humans are designed for diligent work (without it we become less whole inside)
B. All legitimate work is pleasing to God (we reflect Him in our effort)
C. Work accomplishes things (know your work's smaller & bigger purposes)
D. There is dignity in ALL legitimate work (don't look down or covet other's work)
E. Creativity & diligence reflect the image of God in us.
F. Our work helps the common good (allpeople/work results are inter-dependent)
G. Our work provides for loved ones and ourselves

When we start to reclaim these perspectives even simple tasks like cleaning the toilet and
emptying the trash take on new value & meaning. We want to again sense God's pleasure in
our work, see how we can serve God in our current work, enjoy the results of our work, and
see how we are a part of something bigger.

II. Work becomes frustrating Genesis 3:17-19
But as we look around, this is NOT the normal experience of most Americans. We get
frustrated with work. It seems pointless at times. In fact, work can be a real pain. That is our
focus the next two weeks. Why does our experience of work fall so far short of God's design

Take my own experience. I'm a pastor - a leader in Jesus' church. Can you think of a more
eternally valuable job? I serve the living God, get to have meaningful input into peoples'
lives, study deeply the word of God which is foundational to all life & truth. I regularly get
to see God work mira^lou^-!^nd people be transformed. And if you eliminate the 40 hours
each week I am paid,Xvolunteer a lot of time and energy to the advancement of Jesus' work
in this world. I get to know some of the most faithful, dedicated, & incredible people. YET,
there are days I don't want to work, get frustrated with the work, get envious of others' jobs,
and feel my work isn't accomplishing^There are plenty of times I just want to quit & hide



away wishing I could go back and just mop floors. Why is this? Let's go back to the
beginning - let's go back to Genesis to see why.

A. Work becomes more painful, difficult and frustrating Gen 3:17-18
When we last left Adam and Eve they were in paradise - a wonderful garden God
initiated but called them to work and take care of. They have but one restriction -
don't eat the fruit of a particular tree. Tragically they didn't listen. They disobeyed
God because they thought their feelings were more accurate than the word of God.
This is called "The Fall" for the consequences of sin not only hurt them, but the
entire physical world we live in.

So how did the fall affect work? READ Gen 3:17-18. The same work that Adam was
doing before is now going to become more painful - it's called "painful toil". This is
not something temporary but will continue all of his life - and right down to today.
Work will become more difficult - there's a curse on the ground. And our work will
become more frustrating - thorns and thistles will arise. When one is farming,
thorns and thistles are weeds that grow alongside the crop choking out their ability to
produce a lot of produce. So a farmer must take extra time to deal with them and it is
painful work because of the thorns. Because of the fall, we will face additional
hindrances, people problems, things breaking, storms crashing & other problems when^
we work to accomplish something. Anyone here been frustrated lately in your work? ̂

^ Raise your hand - and I have 2 hands raised! People not finishing their job we ^
depend on, icy roads hindering our travel, kids fighting, supplies not available,
equipment breaking, interrupting phone calls, computers going down, mean e-mails,
distressing news^ the list is endless. Thorns and thistles are those frustrations from

the outside that arise which require extra effort or time to overcome and often bring
more pain into our lives. They undermine what we are trying to do. These frustrations,
from the outside, are now part of all work.

B. Alienation afflicts relationships Gen 3:7-13
But that is not the only problem that comes from the Fall which negatively impacts
our work. Sin also negatively affects every personal relationship we have. And we
regularly interact with people for much of our work! Sin causes alienation in all of our
relationships. In v 7, Adam and Eve become negatively self-conscious. They are now
worried about their image and how they look. So in shame, they immediately cover
themselves. In v 8, Adam and Eve now hide from God - experiencing the alienation
of being a sinner in the presence of a holy God. In v 12, Adam blames Eve for his own
disobedience - and God for creating her. In v 13, Eve blames others for her own
actions freely taken. Sin brings division, distrust, hostility, isolation, distancing and
estrangement into human relationships - this negatively affects any work we do.
Workers are frustrated with bosses, bosses are frustrated with workers, families fight,
bicker and argue. People are bullied, laughed at, and ridiculed. Anger, hatred, silence,
ignoring, bitterness and revenge crush our motivation to work. The list is endless -
and it radically affects what comes from our work.
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C. The daily grind starts Gen 3:19
Now look at verse 19. READ. If active difficulties and alienation weren't enough, a
sense of futility now comes with work. We need to work to live, now that work has
less meaning. Instead of just building on God's good creation - now our efforts are
just trying to overcome the losses caused by sin. Long time significance is gone from
human work alone as we came from dust and we will return to it. We come into this

world with nothing and when we die our bodies are just going to decay into dust. All
of our accomplishments will be temporary at best. Or in simple terms, the daily grind
begins. Wake up, work, get some food, go to sleep and then repeat the process
endlessly until you die. Yes, our work provides for our needs and some of our wants -
but something is missing. There is no guarantee any of it will last, be meaningful or
help others - even when we try to help others!

D. How do these work out?

Let me share an illustration of how work^out even in seemingly successful work.

Imagine for a moment that you are working in a hospital. And you're appointed to be
part of a team that is going to make major advances in patient care - treat patients
more as people than projects, greatly lower pain, sickness & death that comes from
medical errors and help patients become part of the decision making concerning what
radically affects their life! This is worth getting up each day and working for. Your
team comes up with some significant changes. And when they are first implemented,
patients feel the compassion of the staff, objective measurements show a huge
decrease in medical errors, surgical infections & blood infection and the patients are
working harder on cooperating with the medical staff so they are healthier. It would be
hard to find more significant, positive and pain relieving results from anyone's work.
You are excited - you helped people - you made a lasting difference. Or did you?
Those new accountability measures have a number of the medical staff upsetTThey
complain that the pressure is too great, the measurements are unfair, and an honest
mistake can now ruin a career. You tri^ to reason with the staff pointing to the bigger
goals and positive results, but things seem to get worse. You start getting defensive
and even lose your cool in a meeting yelling at others that they don't care about the
patients, just themselves. Tensions get worse - and the positive improvements start to
vanish. Some of the best workers quit. Morale is now at an all-time low.

What happened? Good goals - essential actually. Plan that worked and came from a
team working cooperatively. But stumbling blocks suddenly arose (thorns). Now you
wished yqij. were more sensitive to the fears of the medical staff. Sin came in as you
didn't just stand for the good goals, but also took the criticism personally & lashed
out. More thorns. Some on the medical staff were being stubborn and more concerned
about their personal records than the safety of the patients. The common good was not
really their priority. More thorns! Other staff weren't always coming in well-rested,
focused, and putting the patient first which led to the need for stronger accountability
to reduce unnecessary suffering from their medical mistakes. More thq^! Equally
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true is that only God is perfect - we cannot get rid of every human error especially the
more time critical something is. The medical staff is correct that there are some human
errors are unavoidable. More thorns! The truth is, even on our best days each of us is
working in an environment that feels like it is stacked against usrAndlhat wilTBe^
until Jesus returns because of the corruption of#, our environment and the actual
presence of sin in all humans!

E. Do we accept the brokenness of this world without giving in to it? (Gen 3:i7-i9;4:i;3:2i)
Do we accept the reality of the brokenness of our world? Some around us insist their
work must be fulfilling & fruitful, fit their talents & their dreams, and do something
amazing for the world - plus pay well. Those are great goals but they also naive and
Utopian - destined to be crushed by reality somewhere along the line. Others are
cynics saying "why bother". Just do the minimum and spend the rest of your life
focusing on you. That is equally foolish leading to an empty sou! inside and wasting
the giftedness God gives to each of us.

There is a tension that we need to learn to live IN - NOT live with but to live in. We

need to accept the brokenness of this world without giving in to it. We should expect
frustrations even when we are doing those things that help others, please God, and
advance Jesus' work in the world. AT THE SAME TIME, we should never stop
reaching for the very special goals we've talked about the last few weeks - especially
the common good. Where do we start? Three starting points from this passage.
FIRST, be thankful for the result that we did accomplish even though it took more
work and didn't accomplish nearly as much as we hoped. In all three verses - 17, 18
and 19 of Genesis chapter 3, it refers to the food we will eat that comes from our
work. We work for a purpose and we do get something we need from it. Let's be
thankful and appreciative for what we do get. So if you are in a boring, mind-numbing
paid job, build in times to regularly thank God for the money you receive and what
that buys which you wouldn't have otherwise. If your body is breaking down and it
takes an hour to do what you use to accomplish in 5 minutes - thank God you got the
task done and someone else didn't have to do it for you!

Second, look at your situation differently so it is not focused on you. Eve does this
in Genesis 4:1. Rather than complain about the pain OF childbirth, she thanks God for
His help in having a child. This reframing of "our situation" helped me deal with
instructions my bosses would give me that actually hindered my work to accomplish
THEIR goals. Co-workers would ask me, "doesn't that fruslrate^ou?" You don't
want to my natural answer. Of course there are things that frustrate me at work - this
is a broken world — why should I be exempt out of the 7 billion humans on this
planet? These frustrating things are why Christians should regularly cry out,
"Maranatha" - come quickly Lord Jesus\ But in the meantime, let's reframe the
situation. So I started answering, "They are the boss. If they want to pay me to be
inefficient, that is their choice." Humor in reframing is really helpful - which is why
you get so many cartoons. Let's get a laugh out of life's frustrations!
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Third, let the frustrations humble you which opens the door to more of God's
grace. After Gen 3:13, Adam and Eve humbled themselves — they stopped blaming
others, trying to hide, arguing, or whining. They became silent and accepted the
consequences of their actions. So what is the very first thing God does? READ v 21.
God gives them a gift - He provides something special they don't deserve to help with
one of the consequences they brought on themselves. Humble yourself in the sight of
the Lord and He will lift you up.

III. Work becomes pointless (even when we succeed) Ecclesiastes 2:17-26
Anywhere we work, there is a high likelihood that frustrations will also arise that hinder
getting to your goal. Some of you experienced that just trying to get to church today! Why is
the simple task of getting to church so difficult! That is work by the way! We live in a
broken world with many thorns and thistles - many frustrations hindering our efforts! But
what happens when work goes well, we achieve our goals, we get to the top, and we
accomplish our task. That doesn't always bring paradise either. In our sin-filled, broken
world, work also becomes pointless at times. Turn to Ecclesiastes 1.

A. We can be very successful & be empty inside Ecc 2:1-11
Some Christians stumble over the book of Ecclesiastes, yet it is a very important book
for us to understand - especially in regards to work. READ Ecc 1:1-4. The Teacher is
Solomon, son of King David. And when he looks at all the work we do - whether in
the home, school, community, temple or workplace - he is discouraged because it
doesn't have any ultimate meaning. For all the efforts of humanity, the earth is still
basically under the corruption of sin - it is one of the consequences of the Fall.

This Teacher's cynical-ness comes from a surprising place - earthly success. READ
Ecc 2:4-11. Solomon had big plans and he achieved them. He enjoyed his work.
Solomon made many public works like parks and gardens for the common good.
Solomon amassed great wealth and became more famous than anyone else in his area.
And Solomon fulfilled every desire he had. In terms of work - he was totally
successful. It even seemed easy at times. Yet he is empty inside. Work has become
pointless. While virtually all of us will face the "pointlessness" of work at some time
- it is most clearly seen in those who have big dreams or have achieved a lot.

Dion Sanders was a football player of extraordinary talent - and no lack of ego either.
He played both profession baseball and football. He is already in the Football Hall of
Fame. These are his words: "I remember winning the Super Bowl that year^ and that
night after the game I was the first one out of the locker room, the first one to the
press conference, and the first one to go home. And I remember my wife, Carolyn,
saying to me, "Baby, you just won the Super Bowl! Don't you have a party

downstairs or something to go to?" And Ijust said, ̂ *Nah," and rolled over and
went to sleep. That was the same week I bought myself a brand new $275,000

Lamborghini, and I haven V even driven a mile before I realized, "No, that's not it.
That's not what I'm looking for. It's got to be something else, I'm so hungry... /
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tried everything. Parties, women, buying expensive jewelry and gadgets, and
nothing helped. There was no peace. I mean I was playing great. I got all this media
attention and everything the world has to offer, but no peace, no joy, just emptiness
inside. The Bible describes it in the first chapter ofEcclesiastes as chasing after the
wind, and thafs exactly what it was like." Dion would later repent of his sins and
give his life to Jesus - he said the first time he shared his testimony of coming to trust
in Jesus was the happiest he had ever been. Despite all of his achievements, work
became pointless to Dion — there was an emptiness not filled inside.

B. The downward spiral of pointlessness Ecc 2:17-23
When we hit this point where our work feels pointless many things go downhill. We
go into a downward spiral of pointlessness.
• Ecc 2:17, work becomes grievous to us - the Hebrew word here is the opposite

of "good" or "worthwhile". Even though our work accomplishes things, pays
well or helps others, we^ee no value in it. It all looks so futile & meaningless.

• V 18a - then we start being disgusted at the results of our work. "I hated ail the
things I had toiled for" — a degree (we start looking down on education —
especially higher education), a paycheck (start seeing others as greedy and
things as wrong), helping others (we become suspicious of everyone who is
helped-they are just lazy panhandlers), supporting a family (we start to
despise them and their needs - we start seeing them as a terrible burden),
helping God's work (we resent our sacrifices andfocus just on our rights),
overcoming bodily weaknesses (we complain, this isn 7fair) - These are some
of the results when we view our work in a very cynical way.

• V 18b-19 - Despair comes because we want to be in control, but can't be. How
do I know my kids or the next generation won't just waste all my hard work.

• V 22-23 - And at the bottom of the spiral, we now only see grief, pain, worry
and sleepless nights. Ugh! Talk about dark. Most here may not have gotten that
far, but you felt this spiral. And it can come to the most successful person as
much as the factory worker doing the same mindless thing day in & day out, or
the mom who is sick of dirty dishes, or the elderly person who is tired of the
struggle just to put their shirt on.

C. We need to restore a "God focus" Ecc 2:24-26

When we sense the pointlessness of work, there is a disconnect happening. We are
disconnected from God's plan for work, disconnected from the people our work is
helping, disconnected from the good results of our work, disconnected from gratitude
& thanksgiving for what is gained thru our work and disconnected with how we can
honor God in our work, even if we can not openly share the gospel. And elements of
our culture increase that disconnect. Years ago if you worked for a bank, you saw
the young couple you helped get their first house - now you bundle up unnamed
mortgages and sell them in big blocks to unnamed investment firms. Or because our
culture falsely believes you need luxuries & the latest gadgets to "live life to the
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fullest", parents claim they are working long hours for their family when they are
really becoming disconnected with them. And all the choices we have in life leads to
even greater disconnects because we are making them for self-focused reasons instead
of the greatest good! Currently the best & the brightest chose to work for the largest
salary, most prestige or biggest "cool" factor rather than helping to solve the world's
biggest problems ~ then they wonder why they hit this inner emptiness and sense of
the pointlessness of their work!

Solomon, in his despair and disconnectness, understands where the answer lies. The
answer lies in God — specifically the need to restore a God-focus in every area of life,
not just spiritual areas. READ Ecc 2:24. Some think Solomon is advocating a form of
hedonism here "Eat, drink and be merry." But that is not what this says - Solomon
said he has already tried that and it failed. Here Solomon is realizing he needs to see
the Hand of God in all he does - from getting the food to eat three meals a day to that
t^Hn satisfaction we get from a job well done. All of this ultimately comes from the
hand of God, not just our work. In these times, we need to take our eyes off the work
and put it back on grjtehah^ess for what was produced and God who made it all
possible. READ v 25. Our society doesn't believe this, but the humble Christian does.
And V 26 goes farther ~ it calls us to remember the justice andjudgment of God - it
is God's evaluation of our work that is more important than what others think, what
we get or even how we see our work.

D. When we are overcome by feelings of "what's the use?"
So what do we do when we find ourselves thinking "what's the use?" First
understand YOU will face this sometime. That is why God put this book in the Bible!
You will lay in bed when your body decays and say "What^s the use — Pm not going
to get any better and can V help anyone — I can't even dress myself^ You will sit in
the darkness when the kids are sleeping and say "What's the use — I am a failure as
a parent - ail my work hasn't made any difference." You will stand in the shower
getting ready for work and lament ̂ ^What*s the use - all my job does is help an
arrogant pompous owner get more money^\ You will sit at your desk doing an
assignment and think "What is the use - I can never learn this — I am worthless."
You will come home from serving at church and think, "What is the use - nothing I
do is going to make any difference anyways." First understand you will face the
pointlessness of work - then take the focus off yourself and get it back on God
through thankfulness, realizing what He has given us to be successful and then
committing to do our work to an audience of One - the Lord Jesus Christ.

Why is work such a pain at times ~ our first two problems of frustration and
pointlessness come as a result of the fall - sin corrupted the world we live in. They
will always be close to us BUT we never have to invite them in to stay! Next week's
reasons will come because of the sin within us. Don't miss it!
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